
Laboratory Quick Guide
Size Exclusion Chromatography Kit
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1. Obtain 12 collection tubes and label ten
sequentially from 1 to 10. Label the tubes
with your name and laboratory period.
Label the final two tubes “Waste” and
“Column Buffer”. Using a clean pipette,
transfer 4 ml of column buffer into the tube
labeled “Column Buffer”. 

2. Remove the cap and snap off the end of the
sizing column. Allow all of the buffer to
drain into the waste tube. Observe the
upper surface of the matrix and insure that
all of the buffer has entered the column.
Looking directly over and into the column,
you should see the “grainy” appearance of
the column matrix. Cap the bottom of the
column. 

3. Carefully place the column onto tube 1.
You are now ready to load (or the teacher
may load) the protein sample onto the col-
umn.

4. When you are ready to load the protein
mix, uncap the column. It is important to
uncap the column only when you are ready
to load your protein—you do not want
your column to run dry. Using a pipette,
add one drop of protein mix onto the top
of the column bed (your teacher may do
the loading for you). The pipette should be
inserted into the column and the drop
should be loaded just above the top of the
column so that it minimally disturbs the
column bed.
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5. As soon as the drop of protein mix
enters the column bed, carefully add
250 µl of column buffer to the top of the
column. This is best done by inserting
the pipette tip into the column so that it
rests just above surface of the column
matrix. Carefully let the buffer run
down the side of the tube and onto the
top of the bed. (Note:  The size separa-
tion will work best when the column
bed is left undisturbed). Begin to collect
drops into tube 1.

6. Add another 250 µl of column buffer to
the top of the column. Add the buffer as
before, by placing the pipette just above
the top of the column and letting the
buffer run down the side of the tube.
Continue to collect drops into tube 1.

7. Add 3 ml of column buffer to the top of
the column matrix. This can be done by
adding 1 ml three times from the pipette.
At this time the protein mix has entered
the column far enough so that slight dis-
turbances to the column bed will not
affect the separation. Transfer the col-
umn to tube 2 and begin to count the
drops that enter into each tube. Collect
5 drops of buffer into tube 2.

8. When 5 drops have been collected into
tube 2, transfer the column onto tube 3.
Collect 5 drops of buffer into each col-
lection tube. When 5 drops have been
collected into a tube, lift it off and trans-
fer it to the next tube.

9. Continue collecting 5 drops into each
tube. When you reach tube 10, collect
a total of 10 drops. Cap the column and
if your teacher instructs you to do so,
parafilm or cover your fractions until
the next laboratory period. Store the
fractions in the refrigerator. Sketch your
results.  
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